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Juhl is a luxury high rise tower featuring an elegant yet exciting lifestyle. Set in Downtown Las Vegas, this locale provides world class
entertainment, dining, and shopping at your doorstep. The luxurious attention to detail is apparent as you enter the tower where you will be
greeted by friendly attentive staff ready to assist you in many ways. This unit is situated pool side on the sixth floor and has a sought-after location
with one of the largest patios in the building. Take advantage of this rare opportunity to own a premium unit. Absolutely stunning two-bedroom
model features 990 square foot of openness. Floor to ceiling glass walls provide a bright and open feeling. Spectacular pool views are prevalent
throughout the space. The forty-foot plus patio adds to the viewing pleasure and has direct access to the pool area. Sleek modern kitchen opens to
the contemporary living areas via a breakfast bar creating the perfect environment for relaxing or entertaining. State of the art kitchen has been
remodeled with new quartz counters and refined soft-close cabinetry in ash grey. Resort styled master suite boasts a patio access, ceiling fan,
walk-in closet, and a spa inspired bathroom. Laundry closet offers the convenience of a washer and dryer right in the unit. Stylish interior
completed using fine finishes and upgrades such as contemporary twenty-four-inch rectangle tiles, modern paint scheme, window shades, and
classy fixtures. Parking is a breeze with two assigned garage spaces. The Juhl lifestyle consists of a relaxing resort pool, spa, fitness center,
resident view deck, outdoor living areas, and an outdoor theater. 1 year of HOA fees included in sale.


